Abstract
Introduction
Tracking and predicting extreme climate events are pressing and challenging problems that humanity has faced and tackled for a long time. Traditionally, human experts detected extreme climate events based on hand-picked thresholds [9] based on high-resolution spatio-temporal climate data from physics-based simulations. Most conventional methods for extreme climate event detection have been built upon human expertise based on related spatiotemporal physics variables with manually-picked, often subjective, thresholds. For example, hurricane (tropical cyclone especially in the Caribbean) is generally defined as a large rotating storm with high speed winds over warm water in tropical areas with low pressure at the center. However, there is no strictly defined criteria for those variables; for instance, there exists different interpretations to define how "low" the center pressure is, or how "warm" the temperature is among climate scientists. Therefore, different thresholds are used to characterize hurricanes.
Recent advances in machine learning provide efficient solutions for object detection and tracking problems, which potentially overcome issues with conventional laborintensive and subjective extreme climate event detection. Deep neural networks, for example, learn complex patterns between variables from data samples, potentially avoiding conventional threshold-based criteria of climate variables for event detection.
As a special case of object detection and tracking problems, there are some unique properties of extreme climate events tracking, distinguishing it from other object recognition problems:
1. The target event is dependent on complex spatiotemporal dynamics between multiple scientific variables. Particularly, the target is affected by wide-range of spatial dynamics, known as the "butterfly" effect.
2. Climate events span for a long period of time, meaning that we need to effectively model long-term temporal dependencies between variables and the target.
3. The number of target objects in each time frame can be arbitrary, from none to multiples. It is therefore not easy to pre-define the number of target objects to detect and track.
Over the past few years, researchers in climate informatics have made significant progress in developing models to solve the problem of extreme climate event detection by applying various pattern recognition techniques such as neural networks. However, their models are limited in that they do not fully take the properties above into account. Several works, for example, proposed fully supervised convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to detect and classify well-known types of extreme climate events with high precision. [7, 6] However, those models do not take temporal dynamics of extreme climate events into account (property 2 above), which is an essential component in defining them. Models based on single shot might mislead into incorrect predictions, due to the lack of essential temporal dynamics of real hurricanes. Also, most existing CNNbased classification models for extreme climate events are trained on cropped patches from a small region, not on the entire global map, making it difficult to localize the events in global map, failing to tackle property 1.
A recent work by Racah et al. [15] proposed a spatiotemporal auto-encoding CNNs, considering temporal aspects for extreme climate event detection. However, their design of encoder-decoder architecture with concatenated time axis as the third dimension limits the model to take only a few time steps as input, failing to fully address the property 2 above. This architecture does not allow arbitrarily long input sequences as the input size linearly grows with the sequence length. Therefore, a recursive model such as GRU or LSTM with memorizing mechanism is required to leverage long-term temporal information.
In this work, we tackle the extreme climate event detection by formulating the problem as a regression problem, learning a mapping from time series climate variables to time series density map of event probabilities. By modeling the output as a density map, the proposed model is capable of detecting arbitrary number of extreme climate events, instead of setting it as a hyper-parameter (property 3). Particularly, we propose a variant of Convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) model, which effectively captures pixel-level latent spatio-temporal patterns existing in multivariate climate variables. The Conv part extracts spatial patterns, while the LSTM part captures the temporally evolving patterns. Therefore, the proposed model resolves stated problems above to detect target objects (e.g, hurricanes) in large spatial region (property 1) considering long-term temporal dynamics (property 2). We verify superior performance of the proposed approach by comparing against a couple of state-of-the-art baselines among extreme climate detection models using deep neural networks: a region-based CNN [7] and 3D convolutional encoder-decoder [15] .
Our contribution mainly lies in the unified framework for tracking and forecasting of extreme climate events using ConvLSTM, with the details listed below:
1. We propose an accurate extreme climate event tracking model based on ConvLSTM, simultaneously considering spatio-temporal correlations between multiple scientific variables as well as long temporal dynamics in defining events. Our model does not require the number of target objects as a hyper-parameter.
2. We demonstrate outstanding performance of our model by comparing detection accuracy against two state-of-the-art baselines in community.
3. In addition to trajectory detection, we present a showcase of proposed model to predict future trajectories of hurricane by applying sequence-to-sequence model with ConvLSTM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work in literature. In Section 3-4, we present our proposed ConvLSTM model for extreme climate event tracking and forecasting, respectively, followed by experiments and analysis in Section 5. We conclude with future work in Section 6.
Related Work
Toolkit for Extreme Climate Analysis (TECA) [13, 16] is an expert-engineered system with a collection of climate analysis algorithms for extreme event detection, tracking, and other event pattern characterization. Due to the growing popularity of the system and analysis datasets in the climate research community, we use their hurricane dataset as ground truth for our experiment.
Prior to the recent machine learning-driven approaches, a number of numerical model simulation-based methods have been proposed for several decades. To predict and track extreme climate events such as hurricane and other cyclone, most non-machine learning approaches use an ensemble of multiple prediction models or multi-scale prediction systems [24, 3, 19, 12, 11, 20, 22, 14, 21, 2] .
The climate research community has recently leveraged the power of machine learning and the availability of large climate datasets. Several neural network-based approaches have been proposed to address problems in climate and weather prediction. In particular, due to the nature of the climate datasets and their inherently temporal analysis, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based algorithms to infer temporal dynamics of climate events have received great attention. Shi et al. [17] introduced the convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) architecture for forecasting future precipitation. Trained on two-dimensional radar map time series, their system outperformed the existing precipitation forecasting systems. As the extension of the ConvLSTM, Shi et al. [18] proposed the trajectory GRU that can learn the location-variant structure for recurrent connections.
Liu et al. [7] adopted region-based convolutional architectures (R-CNNs) to predict the class labels for different extreme climate event types, given the climate event dataset with the output of TECA analysis as ground truth. Racah et al. [15] presented a model for extreme climate event detection by using spatio-temporal Convolutional encoderdecoder architecture for bounding box prediction of extreme climate events, along with the ground truth label using TECA analysis. Alemany et al. [1] adopted the fully connected RNN model to predict the trajectory of hurricanes. Kim et al. [5] proposed a prediction method for route trajectories using an incremental neural network.
The ConvLSTM has been also applied to other spatiotemporal learning tasks. Finn et al. [4] demonstrated the Figure 1 . Detection-based CNN tracking model, as a variant of baseline [7] .
State-to-state Figure 2 . The ConvLSTM Model [17] ConvLSTM-based motion prediction. Villegas et al. [23] deployed the stacked ConvLSTM for pixel-level prediction in natural videos. Feng et al. [25] applied the ConvLSTM for crowd counting in videos.
Tracking Hurricane Trajectories
In this paper, we tackle two related problems: tracking hurricane trajectories and predicting future location of the hurricanes. We present our ConvLSTM-based approach for tracking problem in this section.
Problem Formulation
The extreme climate event tracking is an example of the multi-object tracking problem, a task of locating multiple objects in a video (or a series of images), maintaining their identities, and yielding their individual trajectories given an input video [10] . Formally, the input tensor X = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X T } consists of consecutive T climate images containing hurricane trajectories. There may be multiple trajectories in an input video, and each hurricane may start or end at any frame. Each X i ∈ R m×n×c , for i = 1, 2, ..., T , is an m × n 2-D climate image with c climate variables (e.g, wind velocity, precipitation), corresponding to color components (e.g, RGB) in regular images. The label y i is a set of k coordinates {y
of hurricane centers existing in the corresponding input image X i . The number of hurricanes k in ground truth may vary for each input image.
As we do not know the number of objects to be detected in each time frame, it is not straightforward to estimateŷ i as a set like y i . Instead of directly working on the set, we represent both prediction and ground truth as density maps. That is, we estimate a density mapŶ i ∈ R m×n with the probability of an hurricane observed in each pixel. Assuming that hurricanes are in circular shape, we represent ground truth labels as a density-map Y i ∈ R m×n by Gaussian mixtures centered on each element in y i . In this setting, we model the tracking problem as a pixel-wise regression problem from X to Y, minimizing the reconstruction error between the ground truth Y and our predictionŶ.
Baseline Model: Detection-based Tracking
We first review a simpler baseline model, detectionbased tracking. As the hurricane detection can be solved using region-based CNNs in high precision (see relevant work in Section 2), we can detect hurricanes in each frame independently, and stitch the results to neighboring frames by connecting with the nearest object among the detected objects in the next time frame. Formally, we independently estimate a density-map Y i from X i for each i = 1, ..., T , ignoring temporal correlation between neighboring images. Figure 1 shows our detection-based CNN model for hurricane tracking, consisting of two steps. First, we pre-train a convolution-based binary classifier, deciding if an input image patch contains an hurricane or not. The trained CNN model captures the essential characteristics of hurricanes. At the second step, we scan the global map with the trained features to estimate pixel-wise probability of hurricane occurrence. To speed up the convolution operation, we deploy fully convolutional networks (FCN) [8] instead of looping over the entire image with pre-trained feature.
Our Approach: ConvLSTM-based Model
The tracking-by-detection model in Section 3.2 does not fully take advantage of temporal correlations in the input data sequence. Instead of detecting extreme events independently in each frame, we utilize ConvLSTM as a regression model for mapping from time-series climate images to time-series density-map of hurricane events, effectively exploiting temporal information in addition to spatial relations.
The ConvLSTM model is an extension of the LSTM by replacing fully-connected layers with convolutional structures both in the input-to-state and state-to-state connections to better capture spatial and temporal dependencies of the video, illustrated in Figure 2 . Like LSTM, ConvL-STM has a hidden state h t per each cell, recurrently con- nected to its temporal neighbors. In addition, ConvLSTM takes advantage of spatial locality by applying convolution operation in input-to-state and state-to-state transitions. As illustrated in Figure 2 , a hidden state h t is updated by convolution from the input X t and the previous hidden state h t−1 . Each convolutional transition is defined by 2-D kernel which determines the range of input region (input-tostate) and previous state region (state-to-sate) to be considered for the new hidden state in the grid. The input-to-state kernel size determines how much the receptive field of the state will grow spatially. Similarly, the state-to-state kernel size decides how much the receptive field of states will grow as time advances (temporally). For example, with an n × n kernel for state-to-state transition, one pixel in the grid of state will be updated by considering neighbor pixels in n × n region of previous state by convolution operation. Therefore, the state-to-state transition kernel should be large enough to cover the movement of target object per one time step, and the input-to-sate transition kernel size should be large enough to contain the entire target object.
Figure 3 (Bottom) shows our ConvLSTM model for hurricane tracking. Our model consists of two parts. First, the encoding network g : R m×n×c×T → R m×n encodes the input sequence X 1:T to a hidden representation h 1:T . The encoding network g may contain L levels of convolution layers, denoted as h (l) with l = 1, · · · , L (each layer in the encoding network part in Figure 3) . With more levels, each output pixel can be affected by wider range from the input image. For instance, with k×k kernels with 2 layers, an output pixel is determined by k × k pixels in the upper hidden layer, which are determined by surrounding k × k pixels in input image, growing the receptive field in O(k 2 ). The second part is density estimator f :
i , the last hidden layer at time t, and producing the estimated density mapŶ t . Connecting them together, the output density map at step t is given by
We use 5 × 5 input-to-state and state-to-state kernels, considering the size of typical hurricane (around 250 km or 2.25
• of diameter, or 4.5 pixels on our data resolution) and their typical traveling speed (up to 280 km/h, 2.5
• /h, or 5 pixels per 3 hours, which is the unit of measurement in our dataset.
The input climate video consists of 3 channels while the output density-map consists of a single channel. Therefore, to relate the feature maps to density map, we adopt filters of size 3×1 at the density estimator f . We minimize the pixelwise mean squared loss between the estimated density-map Y 1:T and the ground-truth density-map Y 1:T :
where Θ is a set of parameters in our models f and g.
Future Prediction of Hurricane Trajectories
In this section, we take a step further to apply the model from tracking to predicting future trajectory of the target.
Problem Formulation
We model hurricane forecasting problem as a sequenceto-sequence (seq2seq) forecasting problem in which both the input and the output prediction are spatio-temporal density-map sequences. The input is ground-truth hurricane density-maps of the past T time steps, and the output is predicted hurricane density-maps of the next τ time steps. Formally, given an input sequence Y = {Y 1 , Y 2 , ..., Y T }, the model aims to predict a sequence of the most plausible future density-maps
m×n is a fixed size hurricane density-map. Combined with the tracking model in Section 3, we first estimate Y i from X i for i = 1, · · · , T , and input them to the prediction model described below. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Proposed Model
We use encoding and forecasting structures deploying seq2seq architecture using ConvLSTM, similar to the architecture in [17] . Similarly to the tracking model in Section 3, the encoding networkg : R m×n → R m×n takes a sequence of density maps Y 1 , · · · , Y T as input, and encode them into hidden states h 1 , · · · , h T , compressing the entire precedent input density maps into a hidden state. The only difference from tracking is that we take density maps Y ∈ R m×n instead of the raw climate variables X ∈ R m×n×c as input. This is illustrated in Figure 3 (Top, the left part).
Once the encoding is done, the hidden layers h
T at the last time step T are copied to the forecasting networkf , performing two tasks: 1) state-to-state transition on the hidden states by τ times, the number of desired steps to forecast, and 2) density estimation from the last hidden layers h
Putting them together,
Considering typical hurricane size and travel speed, we use 5 × 5 input-to-state and state-to-state kernels, similar to the tracking model. We minimize the pixel-wise mean squared error between predicted and ground-truth density maps:
where Θ is a set of parameters of our modelsf andg.
Experiment
We evaluate our proposed models on large-scale climate data, both for tracking and forecasting tropical cyclones (hurricanes) from global maps of the climate video. We start by describing the experimental design, followed by results and discussion for both tasks.
Dataset
We use 20-year records from 1996 to 2015 of the Community Atmospheric Model v5 (CAM5) dataset. It contains snapshots of the global atmospheric states every 3 hours. Each snapshot is comprised of multiple physical variables, among which we use zonal wind (U850), meridional wind (V850), and precipitation (PRECT), given their relevance to hurricane identification from scientific studies. We use the corresponding TECA labels [16] for ground truth, represented as density maps of hurricane trajectories as described in Section 3.1. The TECA labels contain spatial coordinate (latitude, longitude) of each hurricane and the diameter of hurricane-force winds. We synthesize the ground-truth density maps based on Gaussian mixtures.
From this dataset, we created 11,160 sub-sequences for training examples of length 10, corresponding to 30 hours. For tracking, we use 80% for training, 10% for validation, and the other 10% for testing. For forecasting, we use the first 5 frames as input and test on the next 5 frames.
In order to fit the model into memory, we split the global map into several non-overlapping tropical cyclone basins 1 of 60
• × 160
• sub-images (1 • ≈ 111 km). Also, we reduce the original resolution of CAM5 by 2×2 max pooling. After reduction, the input image size is 128 × 256 with around 0.5
• (55.5 km) resolution.
Baselines
To train the baseline detection CNN (Section 3.2), we collected 96,733 climate image patches sized 20 × 20 (representing 5
• × 5
• , corresponding to 555 km) centered on hurricanes for positive examples. We collected the same amount of random places with same size for negative examples. We also used the TECA labels for this model. The pretrained detection model achieved test accuracy of 99.1%.
The detection CNN model consists of 6 layers, including before feeding them into the model. 2 After convolutional layers, softmax activation is used for the final output.
For 3D Encoder-Decoder model [15] , bounding-boxes of extreme climate events are constructed from the spatiotemporal climate simulation data with 8 time steps (24 hours) and 16 variables.
Tracking Experiment
We conduct both quantitative and qualitative studies, comparing our ConvLSTM-based tracking model against several baselines.
Experimental Settings
For ConvLSTM tracking model, we test with four architectures, illustrated in Table 4 . All the input-to-state and state-to-state kernels are of size 5 × 5. The batch size is 24, and all ConvLSTM layers have forget bias of 1. We use AdaGrad optimizer with learning rate of 0.001. We apply 10% dropout during training. We initialize all the states of the ConvLSTM to zero before the first input comes, meaning that no information has been memorized in cell from the past. For training and testing, we utilized 4 GPUs (NVIDIA Tesla K80).
Our model outputs a density map, while the ground truth is given by a point (hurricane center) or by a bounding box (within the diameter of hurricane-force winds from the center). To fill in this gap, we first take pixels above a threshold θ and cluster them. Among the pixels belonging to the same cluster, we take the maximum peak as its center. To be consistent with Racah et al. [15] , we take a bounding box of size 32 × 32 (1,776 km × 1,776 km) centered on the maximum peak. If the Intersection of Union (IOU), the ratio of overlapping areas to the union of two bounding boxes, between the bounding box of our prediction and that of the ground truth is higher than pre-defined thresholds (0.1 and 0.5 according to [15] ), the prediction is marked as matched. By counting the number of matched clusters (T P ) versus the total number of detected clusters in ground truth (T P + F N) and output (T P + F P ), precision ( T P T P +F P ) and recall ( T P T P +F N ) are obtained, respectively. With multi- 2 We also tried separate layers for each variable combined later (late fusion), but early fusion worked better.
Model IOU: 0.1 IOU: 0.5 Detection-based CNN [7] 14.78% 12.26% 3D Conv Encoder-decoder [15] ple thresholds 0 < θ < 1, we generate the precision-recall curve, from which we compute the average precision.
Result and Discussion
The density maps generated by the proposed models contain a wide range of values, so we vary the threshold θ from 0.001 to 0.97 with interval of 0.001 to trade-off precision and recall. Figure 5 presents the precision-recall curves of the ConvLSTM models with 2 to 5 layers at IOU threshold 0.1 and 0.5. We observe that deeper models perform consistently better than the 2-layer model for our dataset, but it is not clear to benefit from more than 3 layers. On the other hand, we clearly observe that the lower IOU threshold (0.1) performs better than the other (0.5), probably because more events are marked as true positive at IOU threshold 0.1 than at 0.5. Table 1 compares our ConvLSTM-based tracking model against two baselines; a variant of detection-based CNN model [7] and 3D Encoder-Decoder model [15] , in terms of Average Precision (AvgP), defined as:
where p(r) is precision at recall level r, equivalent to the area under the curve from Figure 5 . The detection-based CNN model [7] achieves a high recall, but a significantly lower precision due to many false positives. Therefore, the average precision is below 15% for both test cases at IOU threshold 0.1 and 0.5. The 3D Encoder-Decoder model [15] performs slightly better, but still below 23%.
In contrast, our model achieves a far higher average precision above 90% with both IOU thresholds tested. From this experiment, we verify that the proposed ConvLSTM-based method significantly outperforms the two baseline methods. Figure 6 and 7 shows example results from our ConvLSTM-based tracking model. Qualitatively, we observe that the ConvLSTM-based model produces densitymaps that are closest to the ground truth ( Figure 6 ) and obtained trajectory based on density maps from the proposed model is in strong agreement with ground truth trajectory ( Figure 7 ). In contrast, the CNN-based model provides a rough estimation with many false positives, as shown in Figure 8 .
Our quantitative and qualitative results indicate that the proposed tracking model using ConvLSTM is suitable for capturing spatio-temporal patterns of hurricane, mainly because the proposed ConvLSTM can capture a detailed latent structure of the extreme climate event by learning not only pixel-level spatial dynamics between multiple climate variables but also long-term temporal dynamics.
We conjecture that the errors in the ConvLSTM tracking model mainly come from 1) miss-match between densitymap and hurricane segmentation; the starting and finishing period of the detected hurricane may not be circular as opposed to our assumption, and the Gaussian heat-map is not sufficient to catch them, and 2) lack of information; only with the three variables we used, it might not be possible to correct most false positives as they show similar patterns of high wind and precipitation with the true hurricanes. We may need more climate variables to reduce these false positives. • × 20 Table 2 . Prediction accuracy for each future time steps. We see that our model accurately predicts the hurricane location after 3 hours (τ = 1), while error gets larger for longer future as expected. Figure 10 . ConvLSTM architecture used in forecasting experiments. Left: encoding network, Right: forecasting network.
Forecasting Experiment

Experimental Settings
Our forecasting model consists of the encoding network and the forecasting network both with 4-layered ConvLSTM, as illustrated in Table 10 . Considering simple Gaussian pattern of density maps, we design the size of all input-to-state and state-to-state kernels as 3 × 3. Batch size is 16, and all ConvLSTM layers have forget bias of 1. Similar to the tracking model, all states are initialized to zeros, and optimized with AdaGrad with learning rate of 0.001. We apply 10% dropout during training. We minimize the pixel-wise mean squared loss between the output and the corresponding frames (last 5 frames among 10) in ground truth. We evaluate results qualitatively by visual comparison of the prediction with the ground truth, and quantitatively by computing root mean squared error (RMSE) between the ground truth hurricane center and the predicted hurricane center at each future time step.
Result and Discussion
The experiment demonstrates that the proposed model precisely predicts location of hurricanes after 3 hours (τ = 1), with less than 30 km of errors, as shown in Table 2 . After 6 to 15 hours (τ = 2 to 5), the average error is approximately 140 to 170 km. Figure 9 shows an example forecasting result with our model. The left plot shows an input sequence of 5 time steps (top row), ground truth (middle row), and predicted (bottom row) next 5 time steps. The right plot combines predicted sequence (red dots) with ground truth path (black line), connecting hurricane centers at each time frame. We can clearly see that our model correctly predicts three hurricanes moving from right to left. Despite low resolution of the density map, the predicted trajectories match reasonably well with respect to the ground truth.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address unique challenges in representation learning of extreme climate events using neural networks, and propose best performing models to track and predict hurricane trajectories. Specifically, we propose the regression-based tracking model using ConvLSTM and show our proposed model significantly outperforms in detecting hurricane from spatio-temporal climate simulation data by comparing detection accuracy with existing baselines. In addition, we present the forecasting network deploying seq2seq model based on our ConvLSTM model. Future directions of work to improve accuracy of the proposed ConvLSTM model may include 1) training different models for different hurricane basins to capture distinctive trajectory patterns, 2) utilizing time-sequential image segmentation for ground truth instead of synthesized density maps, and 3) building a larger-scale dataset including more physical variables and longer time sequences without sacrificing resolution.
